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The problem of the ionized hydrogen molecule was first treated by
Pauli' who used the old quantum theory and obtained a result which was
not in agreement with experiment. Niessen,2 however, obtained the
experimental value for the lowest energy level by introducing half-quantum
numbers. The problem has now been treated by methods of wave-
mechanics; thus Burrau3 obtained a result in very good agreement with
experiment by a numerical integration and a general discussion has been
given recently by A. H. Wilson.4 It is well known that the polynomial
method of wave-mechanics, invented by Brillouin and Wentzel and de-
veloped by Sommerfeld,5 gives, for a certain group of problems, the same
result as the old quantum theory in approximation (0) and gives half-
quantum numbers in approximation (1). It is shown in this paper that
the present problem belongs to this group.
Neglecting the motion of the two nuclei, the wave equation of H' is
__
e e\+ 2 + a28P C+ + e+ e =° (1)ax2 6Y2 bZ h2 r rB
where E is equal to the total energy minus the energy due to the repulsion
of the nuclei (Fig. 1).
Introduce the new coordinates:
A+ rB rA-rB (2)
rAB rAB
and set
we get the following equations:
.d4s
= .-m4)dq$2
dd d____
d 2{ 2-1) de}+ X-t2 + 2pt + 2 u POs}3
d {1_ a2) ddQ + {Xvq + 2_ 'A Q} p 4
where X, p, p are three constants to be determined, which have the follow-
ing meanings:
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jt2 ~ 4EH r1H(5
Since equation (4) is the well-known spheroidal wave equation whose
solutions have been worked out in very simple forms,6 we shall use the
result of Wilson for the lowest state, i.e.:
=1 2X + 4 X3+ 16 XJA-X+x3+X4+.., (6)3 135 36.5.7 37.53.72
and shall consider here only equation (3). (Besides, the present method
does not give very good results for (4) due to the fact that (1 - 2) occurs
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in the denominators of the successive approximations.) We shall also
set m = o; and introduce constants a, b, c, which are defined by
=4wr2 4,w2 47r2X a, I - b, p = -c. (7)
Now, the equation in t for m = o reduces to the following,
d2P+ 2t dP 47r2 1d-,2 + p t 1 + h2 t (-at2 + 2ct + b) P=O.
Let
2,rifyt(8)
we have
27r IY+ .2~_ ) afS(O _y2 (9)
where
f(t) t2
-
2c t _ b t2 -2p t
-a a X X
Next, we introduce the quantum condition by setting
;,= ( ) ', 9y ydt = n1h. (10)
V= 0 21r
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Substituting the above expression of y into (9), we have
h ' h I 2t lh \
VO[Y + 27r Y1 + + 2 OY + 2 Y1 + **)
af(t)_ (+ + * * .) * (11)
Taking only the terms independent of h, we get for the approximation (0),
YO -) dt = n1h, (12)
which is precisely the result of the old quantum theory.
Using the above expression for yo, and equating the first powers of h
in (11), we get, for approximation (1),
Y Y1 +
_2 _ ___22 -1 (13)2yo 2af()
To find a suitable contour of integration, we first notice that a and c
are both positive; we have also from (6), that b > 0. This corresponds,
in the old quantum theory, to the case
a
<$ 1, which gives a pos-
sible equilibrium state for m = 0 as mentioned in Pauli's paper. Hence
we have two roots for the equation af(t) = at2 - 2ct- b = 0, which
are tj > 0, t2 < 0; and we take a contour as shown in figure 2.
Performing the integration of .fyjdt we have
fyldt = -2.1 {t2 _ 1 + at)-} dt = -7ri. (14)
Therefore, in approximation (1), we have the following solution of the
equation in e,
fydt = v fv d - 2 ri )= n1h,
or
, dt=2(15)
for the lowest state.
By a similar treatment of the equation in a, we can get
'aq9-b _ I
1 2s~d. (16)
But we shall use (6) and (15) at present. In order to evaluate three
constants, an extra condition is introduced by taking the minimum energy
of the whole system.
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The integral in (15) can be evaluated exactly by standard transforma-
tions, but the following method is simpler.
Let
t = tj cos20 + sin20,
then
J=,
-
= J2V ' (-1)( + 1) dt
= 4
-a(#- e2) (1 - a sin2 0)1(1 - 8 sin2 0)~1 sin20 dO
where
ti-1t2 i1+
Since a and : are small, we can expand (1 - a sin2 0)1(1-,j sin2 0)-
in series and integrate term by term, the series is found to converge pretty
rapidly. Hence:
J, = syodt = h VX % - ){V2-a(a - ) 16
+ j8(a + 3') 2358 W + 2aft + 5,#2) + 63 (5a33-2) 20+ (2+32770 a
+ 9a 2f9 + 15a/32 + 35j83) + h]}= + (nlh). (17)
We shall determine the lowest state of H2 by (6) and (17). For a
given value of X, we can evaluate ;& from (6). The corresponding value
of p can only be obtained by trying different values of (2p/X) in equation
-(17).- In this way, we get the values of (2p/X)o for different X's, which
are listed in the table. Knowing X and p, we can calculate the total
energy E* immediately.
E* 4X 2 (18)
EH P2 p
The above calculation, however, gives (E*/EH) too high, hence approxi-
mation (2) is made as follows:
Taking the terms involving h2 in (11), and substituting for yo and yi,
the expressions in (12) and (13), we have:
fY2dt = 1y t2 2 dttfM~ f~{
- ~ 1Y 1 Y
[ 1 4ac - 3a2 + 6ab + 5c2
- 'Z' L_- 8{ - af(t) }1/2(2 1)/2+ 8aI - af(t) }V/2(02 - 1)1/2
10(abc+c3)t+ 5(b -a)(ab ++c2)1A. (19)
8a I - af(t) I'/2(t2.- 1)12/ jd.(9
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Since we know that
,- (x - Xi)(X - dx(X{-_x-X1) (X-X2) (X -X3)(X-X4) I /
I'X dx _4
=J {2 }"/ {(X1 - X3)(X2 - X4) }
where
X1 > X2 > X3 > x4, k2 - (X-X2)(X3-X4)
(X1-X3)(X2-X4)
and that the different terms of y2 in (19) are the derivatives of
-(- t2 + at + A) (2 - 72) I -'/2 with respect to a, P or y, multiplied
by constant coefficients, we set up the correspondence tj e*. xi, y X2.
t2 ''X3, -Y X4. We then get the different terms in (19) by suitable
differentiations of (20). Furthermore, in the result so obtained, we
notice that k2 = (Q - 1) (2 + 1)/2(1- 2). Now this quantity is small,
hence we can expand K(k) and E(k) in series and neglect the high powers
of (k2). In this way, we arrive at the following result:
47r2v64VXk2 {X X3}
+ ~~'~2 h~(5p24.3 M X2){Ih. 3P2 1 + (p + 6XIA - 3X2 1 + 6|4V2X"/2k2 X5) 32V2,X1'j2 tXs xX}
h.5(XM + p2)p2 (15 105
24V2VX"k2 8X7 4X9
h 5(X
-)(X;& + p2) (9 15 105)
+ 2 + +- ,(21)24.\/*-k2 t32X5 8X7 8XP
where
X = (to-t2)} , k12= 1-k2.
In approximation (2), the quantum condition now becomes
J,= fyodt2=dr 2 +4- fy2dt + (nih). (22)
TABLE
>.' (2p/X)o A(Ju/h) A(2p/).) p 4X/p2 2/p E*IEg
1.200 1.986 0.1190 0.302 1.372 2.550 1.459 1.091
1.900 1.721 0.0983 0.198 1.823 2.287 1.097 1.190
2.200 1.646 0.0915 0.172 2.000- 2.200 1.000 1.200
2.500 1.583 0.0871 0.154 2.171 2.121 0.921 1.200
4.000 1.374 0.0703 0.102 2.952 1.836 0.678 1.158
IhIf we compare (22) with (17), the only difference is AJ1 = 1-2 fysdt.
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This AJ1 would introduce an increment A(2p/X) in 2p/X. If AJ1 is
not too large, we can assume that A(2p/X) is proportional to AJ1 for each
set of values (X,A) and so interpolate the value of 2p/X. Using X, is and
po in (21), we calculate AJi and then A(2p/X); the result is shown in
the table. In the calculation of AJ1 we only use po, this introduces a
small error; however, we do not apply further correction.
The above values are plotted, and a solid curve is drawn through them;
for comparison, Burrau's result is given in a dotted line (Fig. 3). Our
minimum occurs at p = 2.08, E*/EH = 1.201 (or 0.04 volts higher than
his). The present result therefore agrees with the experimental value
within the limits of error;7 however, this is perhaps fortuitous.
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FIGURE 3
In connection with half-quantum numbers, we will also consider the
adiabatic transition in the gradual separation of the two nuclei. From
(22) and (21) we see that the quantum condition for t can be written:
x'/2 - f( de + X- /'fi + X-'/f2 + * = 2w ( + li) (23)
Similarly, we have for vi,
X1/- dv + X"" g1 + X"9g2 + * = 2w Q + n2) (24)
1-
When p -*co, 4X/p2 must remain finite since it represents the elec-
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tronic part of energy, so -* x. In order to have the left side of
(24) finite, we must have MIX >- 1. Hence, as p > co), p/X > 0 and
AIX -* 1, and sof~, f2i. . .,P g1... are all bounded, it follows that we have
only to consider the first term in (23) and (24).
Since MIX = k- 1, from (24) we have
d = 2 {E(k') -koK(ko)} hI = -k2Vi
7 -M)VN _ (X - MA) = w(I + 2n2). (25)
2X 2Vyi
Since 2p/X of0IX -* 1, from (23) we have
v'1,; ctit-2v3K' ( ,~(e 2)
=2v'5 J' 2VX-1dV
=2 H f dt = 2 V/\ { (1 -§ tang
= V (%1- 1)7r = { + -1} r= r(1 + 2n). (26)
Let X- = XO; from (25) and (26) we have
- =- = 2(1 + 2n2),
vX{\+ P- 1} = W/{\+ (1 -8)i- 1}
'X/~{_ 16} =(1 +2n),
P., = -5\XS + (1 + 2n) = (1 + 2n2) + (1 + 2nj) = 2 (1 +n +n2),
E* 4X 1
EH p2 (1+n1+n2)2
Equation (27) gives the adiabatic transition of the energy levels when
H+ is dissociated into a nucleus and a H-atom.
In conclusion, the following points are to be mentioned. The restricted
old quantum theory does not even give the approximate result; two half-
quantum numbers are introduced in the approximation (1) by the poly-
nomial method, i.e., (1/2, 1/2, 0) for the lowest state; this gives a fairly
good energy value but a nuclear distance which is too big. (Niessen used
the quantum numbers (0, 1/2, 1).) The present method gives results very
close to those of Burrau for the lowest state; moreover, it can be applied
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to higher states without further complication but the convergence is still
doubtful.
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NOTE ON THE VELOCITIES AND MAGNITUDES OF EXTERNAL
GALAXIES
By HARLOW SHAPLPY
HARVARD COLLEGU OBSZRVATORY, CAMBRIDGS, MASSACHUSZTTS
Communicated June 13, 1929
The line displacement in the spectra of the extra-galactic nebulae and
its relation to distance will continue to be of much significance in the gen-
eral problems of cosmogony, whether the displacement be interpreted as
an indication of radial motion with respect to the observer or mainly as a
consequence of fundamental properties of space-time. However optimis-
tic, we must admit much uncertainty in measuring the distances of any
but the nearest of the external systems. We have reasons to believe that
the relative distances of the various clouds of galaxies may soon be deter-
mined with a relatively small percentage error; but the distances to the
individual scattered galaxies will lack in certainty because of the wide
dispersion in real dimensions, in constitution and structural details, and
in total intrinsic luminosity, which make the use of the necessary photo-
metric methods inconclusive.
1. In one of the first general considerations of the velocities of extra-
galactic nebulae, I pointed out some ten years ago the systematic recession
of these objects on both sides of our Galaxy' and the fact that "The speed
of spiral nebulae is dependent to some extent upon apparent brightness,
indicating the relation of speed to distance or, possibly, to mass."
Six of the brightest spirals had a mean velocity of about fifty kilometers
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